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Patricia E. Gibble 

Eighteenth-Century Redware 
Folk Terms and Vessel Forms: 
A Survey of Utilitarian Wares 
from Southeastern 

Pennsylvania 

ABSTRACT 

Domestically produced, lead-glazed red earthenwares (or red 

wares) are among the most frequently recovered artifacts from 

18th-century Pennsylvania sites. Utilitarian pottery met the 

colonial consumer's need for inexpensive, everyday wares for 

food preparation, dairying, and tableware. Comparison of 

two data sources resulted in the organization of an incipient 

type series for southeastern Pennsylvania redwares. A survey 
of a variety of primary documents yielded a folk lexicon for 
some redware vessels. These terms have been tentatively 
ascribed to reconstructed vessels from six archaeological 

assemblages from the southeastern Pennsylvania region. A 

pattern of continuity in a number of vessel forms has also 

been observed in the redware assemblages analyzed. Prior to 

the initiation of redware manufacture in America, a flourishing 
network of commercial trade throughout 17th-century Europe 
contributed to the ethnic fusion of specific vessel shapes. By 
the late 1700s, immigrant craftsmen had incorporated these 

specific vessel shapes into their potting repertoire. 

Introduction 

When William Penn published his broadside 
entitled Some Account of the Province of 
Pennsylvania in 1681, he hoped his advertisement 
would promote the emigration of diverse 
socioeconomic classes to the newly chartered 

colony. He wanted to draw not only wealthy 
investors to the province but also "... the 

younger brother of small inheritance, industrious 
husbandmen and day laborers and laborious 
handicrafts... ." (Soderlund 1983:52-56). By 
1690, the population of the colony swelled 

with the immigration of craftsmen, laborers, 

journeymen, and indentured servants whose 
economic endeavors met the newly established 

province's everyday requirements for goods 
and services. The burgeoning immigrant ranks 
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included redware potters from many European 
backgrounds (Mrs. Roach's Philadelphia 
Business Directory 1690 quoted in Dunn and 
Dunn 1985:21). Metropolitan redware potters 
and rural farmer/craftsmen operating cottage 
industries established the first domestic potting 
houses in the province, supplying a wide range 
of utilitarian wares made from common local 

clays. As a result, redware often makes up a 

large portion of archaeological site assemblages 
from this period. 

Numerous scholars, such as Lurs Watkins 

(1950), Elizabeth Cosans (1975), Susan Myers 
(1980), Jeanette Lasansky (1982, 1990), Beth 
Bower (1985), Meta Janowitz et al. (1985), 
Sarah Turnbaugh (1985), Richard Dent et al. 

(1997), and Carl Steen (1999), to name just a 

few, have contributed significant redware pro 
duction and distribution data for the Middle 
Atlantic region. In the case of Pennsylvania 
redwares, a standardized classificatory scheme 
for Pennsylvania pottery has not been realized. 
A redware typology is derived that is limited to 
an investigation of redware material from the 

18th-century southeastern Pennsylvania region. 
Organization of a typological system for 

Pennsylvania redwares requires that two ele 
ments of redware information be quantified and 

compared. First, various primary documentary 
sources were analyzed for linguistic references 
as well as functional form nomenclature, result 

ing in the derivation of a folk-term list for 
redware pottery. The second element involved 

ascription of the folk lexicon to reconstructed 
redware vessels. The Potomac Typological 
System (Beaudry et al. 1991), a ceramic typol 
ogy for early Chesapeake wares as well as other 

European ceramic histories, has been reviewed 

during the processes of linking terms to spe 
cific vessels. Reconstructed vessels from six 

archaeological sites in the southeastern counties 
of Pennsylvania (Figure 1) formed the basis of 
term-to-vessel attribution. The resulting redware 

type series is presented to promote future criti 
cal comparison of additional redware documen 

tary and archeological assemblage data on both 
intersite and inter-regional levels. 

Historical Archaeology, 2005, 39(2):33-62. 
Permission to reprint required. 

Accepted for publication 5 March 2004. 
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34 HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY 39(2) 

BERKS /X. 
X. / *F^SW BUCKS ^*\^ 

\ ^^^S. I montoomeryS. / 

SITE NAME SITE NO. SITE TYPE COUNTY PERIOD MAP 

Morton Homestead 36De5 Domestic Delaware 1740 -1750 A 

Bourse-Omni 36Ph32 Domestic Philadelphia 1725- 1790 B 

Ephrata Cloister 36La981 Religious Lancaster 1740- 1780 C 

Market Street 36Ph 1,5,8,10 Domestic Philadelphia 1725- 1800 D 

Camp Security 36Yo46 Military York 1781 - 1783 E 

Muhlenburg House unassigned Pottery Kiln Montgomery 1730 - 1750 F 

FIGURE 1. Research region counties in southeastern 

Pennsylvania. 

Primary Document Analysis 

Archival documents examined for redware 
folk terms include probate inventory records, 
colonial newspaper advertisements, mercantile 
store accounts, and potters' invoices. Pri 

mary documentary data were found at regional 
institutions, including the historical societies 
of Chester, Lancaster, and Montgomery coun 

ties, Cocalico Township, the Historical Society 
of Pennsylvania, and the Hans Herr House 

Museum in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Margaret 

Schiffer's (1974) collection of probate docu 
ments from Chester County supplied further 

pertinent data. Primary documentary data are 

analyzed following Mary Beaudry's (1988) lin 

guistic analysis approach that she has employed 
to assess 17th- and 18th-century probate records 

from the Chesapeake region. 
Typological classification systems used in 

archaeological analyses are artificially contrived 

organizational schemes that allow research 
ers to describe and place material culture 
into manageable units for analysis. Historical 

archaeologists have a distinct advantage over 

prehistoric archaeologists when attempting to 
create typological systems in that they can rely 
on contemporary documents that tentatively 
allow application of native or folk terms to 

objects. Numerous types of primary documents 

and secondary documents can be examined and 

compared to recovered material culture. 

Many terms for artifacts may be ambiguous 
without first-person descriptive information as 
a guideline for making links between artifacts 
and terms. Researchers should understand 
that assumptions based on past primary textual 
evidence can be equivocal because ethnic 

language use and referencing is always a "culture 

bound" phenomenon and "... according to the 

speakers' cognitive systems ..." (Ben-Amos 

1969:277). When equating words for things, 
Peter Benes and Jane Benes (1989) maintain 
that the use of probate inventories applied to 

specific objects should be supplemented by other 
sources of data. Any ambiguities can be kept 
to a minimum with the review of additional 

pertinent documentary data (Benes and Benes 

1989:11). In this inquiry, the use of a wide 

range of primary sources employed to discover 
redware terms addresses such difficulties in 

equating folk terms for discrete objects. 
In the process of organizing a folk taxonomy 

for ceramics in Maryland and Virginia, Beaudry 
et al. (1991:57) grounded distinctions between 
ceramic forms and terms based on two his 
toric British catalogs. In 1688, Randle Holme 
described a wide variety of English material 

culture, including ceramics, in a compendium 
wherein he acknowledged that terms could, in 
some instances, be confusing (Orser and Fagan 
1995:177). The Complete Appraiser, compiled 
by an anonymous Englishman in 1770, was the 
second primary source used by Beaudry et al. 

(1991). This volume supplied measurements for 

specific ceramic vessels and was more accurate 

in the distinctions between different functional 

shapes than Holme (Orser and Fagan 1995: 

177). 

Although 18th-century Pennsylvania demo 

graphics indicate an influx of many ethnic popu 
lations in the colony's history (Herrick 1926: 

21-170; Canny 1986:139-141; Thirsk 1986: 

94-95; Beiler 1997:73-87), British terms for 
redware vessels were consistently observed in 
all primary data sources. The use of Beaudry's 
(1988) linguistic model and typological scheme 

(Beaudry et al. 1991) in the analysis of Penn 

sylvania redware documentary material is con 

sidered appropriate. Folk in this inquiry refers 
to the 18th-century Pennsylvania potters who 

handcrafted the redwares (potters' invoices), 
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merchants who sold the pottery (account books 
and newspaper advertisements), and consumers 

who purchased and used these utilitarian wares 

(probate inventories). 
Beaudry's (1988) linguistic model demon 

strates that adjectives are markers used in 

ceramic vessel lists that reflect the differential 
cultural value placed on various classes of 
ceramics. She notes that past linguistic dis 
tinctions for ceramics are binary in nature and 
"... tended to stress characteristics that in most 

cases were in direct opposition to one another" 

(Beaudry 1988:44). Adjectives set specific 
objects apart from others while simultaneously 
acting to provide a more detailed indication 
of their value and importance. In contrast, a 

lack of linguistic markers for certain classes of 
ceramic vessels indicates a generic category and 
the opposite of a marked term in quality and 

expense (Beaudry 1988:44). Examples from 

Beaudry's analysis show that adjectives used 

by colonial agents were employed to denote 
several categories of reference such as volume, 

capacity, and vessel size. Estate appraisers fre 

quently used modifiers in colonial papers such 
as less, middling, large, quart, and pint. Com 

parative adjectives such as old and small are 
considered negative connotations for vessels in 
which referential emphasis was placed on old 
versus-new quality and small-versus-large capac 

ity (Beaudry 1988:44-46). Modifiers in vessel 
lists also tend to enumerate classes of vessels 

by material composition. Metal vessels (such 
as pewter, tin, and silver) and imported refined 
ceramics were highly valued commodities and 

designated by material components rather than 

simply by size, contents, or age. This pattern 
of referent notation occurred during the 18th 

century because individual serving pieces and 
matched sets of refined ceramics set the stan 
dard for the display of improved social status 
in both colonial and European contexts (Brown 
1973; Shackel 1993). In addition, Beaudry 
notes that in some instances, documentary 
records indicate vessel function by noting the 
contents of the ware, such as pickle pot, butter 

pot, and teapot. 

Probate inventories were the first documentary 
category to be quantified and were available for 
rural Bucks, Chester, and Lancaster counties. 

Some household appraisers frequently listed 
redware as a segregated type of ceramic by 

the connotation "... all sundry earthenware 

..." or 
" 

... a parcell of earthenware ..." (Herr 

1728; Clemens 1782). According to Beaudry, 
this linguistic pattern highlights the inexpensive 
quality of redwares or frequently taken-for 

granted items in comparison to imported, refined 
earthenwares and pewter, which were designated 
in greater detail. Aside from the preceding 
lumping pattern, several probate records give 
specificity to redware functional forms. For 

example, in 1725, an inventory of the goods 
belonging to Henry Kendig of Conestoga, 
Pennsylvania, lists one earthen jar among the 
deceased's possessions (Kendig 1725). 

By the second half of the 18th century, pro 
bate appraisals become more descriptive with 

explicit functional terms employed to itemize 
some redware forms. The household goods, 
which David Lefever, late of Bucks County 
bequeathed for "my Loving wife," included 
"... four earthen pots and four earthen dishes 

along with two stone jugs holding three gallons 
..." (Lefever 1767). Henry Wireman, also of 

Bucks County, owned "... 2 pots, basons [sic] 
and jugs ..." valued at one English pound 
(Wireman 1781). 
Chester County probate records provide further 

examples of redware folk terms from primary 
sources dating from 1684 to 1850, demonstrat 

ing a consistent pattern of linguistic referents 
similar to the one observed by Beaudry (1988). 
For example, early in the 18th century, estate 

appraisers compiled a precise inventory of the 

possessions for John Hoskins (Schiffer 1974: 

298). Utilitarian earthenware vessels are des 

ignated using compositional adjectives, prefacing 
morphological terms such as "bason [sic], plate, 
cupp [sic], pott [sic], pan and pitcher," with 
the adjective earthen. Eighteenth-century pro 
bate inventories supply an inconsistent though 
informative picture of linguistic notation for red 
earthenwares. In general, functional form and 

contents-descriptive modifiers are designated in 
a limited number of probate samples and only 
for the latter part of the 18th century. 

Contemporary newspaper advertisements 

supplied only limited data on 18th-century 
redware terms. Publications including the 

Pennsylvania Gazette, American Weekly 
Mercury, and Pennsylvania Evening Post were 

surveyed for descriptive redware advertisements 

placed by colonial store merchants and potters. 
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Additional secondary documentary sources 
include advertisements and newspaper articles 
reviewed by George Dow (1927), Alfred Prime 

(1929), and Rita Gottesman (1938). Prior to 

1756, Philadelphia newspaper advertisements 
are not explicit regarding redware vessels, 
either in composition, size, or functional 
form. Instead, advertisements tend to notify 
the public of redware vessels for purchase as 
a general category of goods (Dow 1927; Prime 

1929; Gottesman 1938). Examples from the 

Pennsylvania Gazette announced redwares as a 

general class of ceramics for sale to consumers 

(Pennsylvania Gazette 19 Mar. 1767), the sale 
of potters' tools and clay (Pennsylvania Gazette 
13 Mar. 1729), or recorded apprentice bonds 
to specific potters. Other newspaper notices 

apprised the public that individual potters sought 
runaway indentured servants (Pennsylvania 

Gazette 17 Jun. 1731) or announced the opening 
of new potting establishments (Pennsylvania 
Gazette 9 May 1765). While early newspaper 
advertisements provide insights regarding the 

burgeoning redware handicraft in the first half 
of the century, little pertinent linguistic or vessel 

morphology data can be derived. 

By the 1760s, newspaper ads become more 

informative on the range of available utilitarian 
redwares in the Philadelphia metropolitan area. 

Alexander Bartram, proprietor of a retail store 
on Market Street notified colonial customers 
of a selection of items for sale, including red 
wares. Along with dry goods and an assortment 
of enameled and blue-and-white china, Bartram 

advertises the first sale of "... Pennsylvania pen 

ciled tea pots, bowls, and sugar dishes, which for 

beauty of colours, and elegance of figure, & c. 

is allowed, by the nicest judges, to exceed any 

imported from England ..." (Pennsylvania Gazette 
19 Mar. 1767). The term penciling in this state 

ment probably refers to slip-trailing decoration on 

redware vessels. Prime's examination of colonial 

newspapers expands evidence of functional forms 
for sale by Pennsylvania craftsmen, delineating 
redwares sold in Maryland and South Carolina as 

well as Pennsylvania. In 1756, Thomas Baker of 

St. Mary's County, Maryland, gives an extensive 

glimpse of redware forms available from colonial 
merchants. He announces the production by "... 

workmen from Liverpool and Philadelphia ..." 

of vessel forms, including "... milk pans, butter 

pots, jugs, pitchers, quart mugs, pint mugs, por 

ringers, churning pots, painted dishes, plates, etc., 
and sundry other sorts of small ware too tedious 
to mention ... ." (Prime 1929:112). 
Merchant account books can provide sub 

stantive examples of folk terms and linguistic 
references for redware vessels. Adam and 

Christina Konigmacher operated a store in the 

village of Ephrata, Pennsylvania, from 1784 to 
1801. Christina's ledger details both retail and 

wholesale purchases of redwares. Linguistic 
analysis reveals that the Konigmachers noted 
stoneware and refined wares by color adjec 
tives but enumerated redwares by vessel form 
alone. In September 1793, these merchants 
sold a customer named Morrell "... 12 sets 

of white cups and saucers, 12 ditto enameled 

cups and saucers ..." together with "... cream 

jugs, quart mugs, and muffins ..." (Konigmacher 
1793). Other customers purchased coffeepots, 
pint mugs, watering pots, cullendars [sic], large 
plates, pudding dishes, bowls, and porringers 
either as individual purchases or in groups of 
a dozen or more. 

Potters' invoices make up the final documen 

tary category yielding linguistic and vessel form 
data. Bills of sale are limited to the last quarter 
of the 18th century and were available for only 
two southeastern Pennsylvania counties, Chester 
and Philadelphia. These papers provide the most 
direct evidence of contemporary folk terms for 
redware forms found in the primary documents. 

Joseph Rine (Ryne), a craftsman manufac 

turing wares from approximately 1778 to 1806 
at the corner of Artillery Lane or North Front 
Street in Philadelphia, sold a large assortment 

of redware functional types (Myers 1980:82-83). 
On 12 December 1800, he submitted a bill for 
his pottery to Manual Eyers (Rine 1800). The 
sales receipt delineates not only the inexpensive 
cost of redwares at that time but also the range 
of vessel shapes, sizes, and crating/shipping 
costs (Rine 1800). Figure 2 presents the ves 

sels listed in crate no. 1; do indicates the word 
ditto in the original receipt. 

Comparative analysis of all redware docu 
ments employing a linguistic referent model 
demonstrates that the use of modifiers denoting 
the size and capacity of red earthenware forms 

parallels Beaudry's (1988) observations. Adjec 
tives such as less, small, large, 2nd and 3rd size 
were consistently applied in store account led 

gers and potter's invoices. Linguistic notation 
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FIGURE 2. Joseph Rine's pottery invoice. 
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for size in probate inventories is limited to the 
terms large and small. Size designations from 

contemporary newspapers were not discovered in 
this inquiry. Capacity for beverage and hollow 

ware vessels, such as cups, mugs, basins, pitch 

ers, bowls, jars, and coffee pots, included terms 
such as gallon, 2 gallon, half-gallon, quart, pint, 
and half-pint. These terms were limited to store 
account books and potters' bills of sale. Adjec 
tives evoking age for redwares were also absent 
in all documents, except one estate appraiser's 
record wherein the adjective old was used to 
refer to a plate. 

Consistent use of explicit folk terms for 
redware functional forms has been observed 
from many documentary texts; other frequently 
used 20th-century terms, however, are absent 
from 18th-century documents. The use of the 
term tankard to denote a straight-sided, tall 

drinking container was not a descriptive standard 
used in the 18th century for redware beverage 
vessels but strictly limited to metal drinking 
vessels made of pewter or silver (James 1978; 

Breininger 1979). Redware beverage vessels 
are referred to as mugs in all primary sources. 
Pie plate, a flatware term prevalently used in 
the late-19th and 20th centuries, was not part 
of the 18th-century lexicon. Similar vessel 
forms are designated in primary papers as 

plate, pleat [sic], and dish. Table 1 presents 
a summary of redware folk terms derived from 
all documentary sources. 

Archaeological Data 

The preceding folk term list has been ascribed 
to reconstructed redware vessels excavated from 
six 18th-century archaeological sites, enabling 
organization of a preliminary redware type 
series. Redware assemblages used in this 

comparative study include reconstructed vessels 
and sherds from three domestic, one military, 
one religious commune, and one pottery kiln 
site. Representative examples of redware 
vessel shapes were selected from the Delaware, 
Lancaster, Philadelphia, and York county sites 
because they originated from archaeological con 

texts (wells, privies, and middens) that yielded 
whole or reconstructable vessels. Criteria 
for site selection include ready access to site 

assemblages for study, excavation from securely 
dated 18th-century stratigraphic contexts, and the 

availability of site report information and/or 
communication with site investigators. Other 

Pennsylvania archaeological sites have pro 
duced a plethora of redware material but failed 
to meet the proceeding stipulations and were 

rejected from inclusion in this inquiry. 
The Potomac Typological System and 

available European ceramic histories have 
been used as preliminary guides for relating 
folk nomenclature to discrete vessel shapes 
(Beaudry et al. 1991). Whenever possible, 
folk terms for similarly configured vessels 

employed in colonial primary documents were 
used. Some departures or additions to the 
folk term list in Table 1 have been made 
to allow for differences in the gradations of 
vessel sizes or inclusion of terms not notated 
in primary documents. Table 2 indicates the 
ascribed vessel term list. The generic term 
bowl was arbitrarily broken down into four 

subcategories to designate differences in vessel 
form and size. The term galley pot, not found 
in primary documents, has been applied to 

similarly shaped vessels based on comparison to 

TABLE 1 
REDWARE FOLK TERMS IDENTIFIED 

IN PRIMARY DOCUMENTS 

Food Distribution 

Food Production Food Storage and Consumption 

Bowl Butter pot Dish 

Milk pan Honey pot Pleat* 

Cullender* Earthen pot Plate 

Patty pan Churning pot Bowl 

Saus* pan Lard pot Saucer 

Funnel Pickel pot* Porringer 

Pudding pan Sugar pot Sugar dish 

Muffin 

Beverage Beverage Health and 

Distribution Consumption Hygiene Other 

Coffeepot Mug Chamberpot Flowerpot 
Milk pot Cup Bason* Watering pot 

Open-mouth jug 
Pottle* 

Earthen bottle 

Pitcher 

Cream jug 
Milk jar 

Teapot 

*original spellings 
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TABLE 2 
REDWARE FOLK TERMS ASCRIBED 

TO REDWARE VESSELS 

Food Distribution 

Food Production Food Storage and Consumption 

Deep bowl Pot Dish 

Large shallow bowl Jar Saucer 

Pudding pan Plate 

Patty pan Deep bowl 

Milk pan Shallow bowl 

Pipkin Oriental bowl 

Pot/Butter pot Porringer 

Beverage Beverage Health and 

Distribution Consumption Hygiene 

Tea pot Mug Chamber pot 
Bottle Tea bowl/Saucer Basin 

Jug Drinking bowl Galley pot 
Pitcher 

Costrel 

Beaudry et al. (1991) typology and evidence for 
Delft apothecary pots noted in Ivor Noel Hume 

(1969). The term tea bowl was applied to 
small redware cups with no handles. Redware 
tea bowls appear to closely resemble Chinese 
and European refined tea-drinking vessels of 
the same period in size and form (Noel Hume 

1969:258; Barker and Halfpenny 1990:74,82; 
Yentsch 1994:134). Other applications of 
folk terms may be equivocal. Terms such as 
milk pan and bason [sic] may signify similarly 
shaped vessels in documentary sources. Estate 

appraisers may have interchanged the generic 
term bowl for many diverse hollow ware forms, 

including pudding pans or milk pans. Although 
functional terms such as chamber pot, cullender 

[sic], cream jug, and cup are relatively self 

explanatory descriptions for certain vessels, 
differentiation of size for 18th-century dishes 
and plates cannot be known. 

Dishes and Plates 

In this type series, dishes are flatware vessels 

larger than 10 inches in diameter or length, 
made with or without foot rings, and con 
structed in deep and shallow forms (Beaudry 
et al. 1991:26). Plate sizes ranged from 7 to 
less than 10 inches in diameter; potters shaped 
and decorated these flatwares similarly to dishes. 

Redware craftsmen constructed dishes and plates 
by employing two pottery techniques (Won 
drausch 1986:17-18; Comstock 1994:21-35). 
Potters formed some flatware shapes by rolling 
out balls of clay and draping flattened sections 
over preformed plate and dish molds of wood or 

clay. Workmen finished dish/plate edges using 
a wheel-like tool to cut or coggle the rim. The 

drape-molding technique left little or no foot 

ring on the vessel (Comstock 1994:30). Drape 
molded vessels were typically finished with slip 
trailed or sgraffito motifs on the upper surface. 

Slip-trailing designs were applied to vessels by 
using a slip-cup filled with colored slips made of 

clay thinned to the consistency of cream (Won 
drausch 1986:19-26; Erickson and Hunter 2001: 

95-111). Slip-trailed patterns, including marbled, 
linear and wavy lines, birds, flowers, or writing 

were applied to the upper surface alone. The 

technique of sgraffito decoration involved coating 
the upper surface with slip and incising through 
the slip coating with a sharp instrument (Won 
drausch 1986:19-26; Erickson and Hunter 2001: 

95-111). This technique allowed the red clay 
body to be revealed. 

Pennsylvania potters employed a second 
method to create flatwares that involved throw 

ing dishes and plates on a potter's wheel and 

finishing the vessel with ridged, flanged, or 
rolled rims (Wondrausch 1986; Comstock 1994; 
Erickson and Hunter 2001). Bases or foot rings 
are usually present. Frequently a slip of thin 

clay was poured on the upper surface of wheel 
thrown dishes and plates, and decoration was 

completed by applying a clear glaze (Erickson 
and Hunter 2001:98-99). Applying glazes alone 
to the upper surfaces of the vessels finishes 
other examples. 

Dishes and plates, crafted using both pot 
ting techniques, have been reconstructed from 
all archaeological assemblages included in this 

study. The majority of flatwares from Pennsyl 
vania assemblages are embellished with marbled 

slip decorations that parallel German slipware 
traits of the postmedieval period as well as 

earlier German Baroque attributes dating to the 
mid-1600s (Stephan 1987:268; Gaimster 1988: 

169). English potters also employed a similar 

marbling decoration on coarseware dishes and 

plates by the mid-18th century (Erickson and 
Hunter 2001:107). Charlotte Wilcoxen (1987: 
77) suggests that Northern Italian slipware had 
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the greatest influences on European styles at this 
time from evidence of marbled wares recovered 
from archaeological sites in Holland dating to 
the 17th century. 

Potters used the jogging technique to produce 
the marbling effect on slipware. The flattened 

clay slab was slip-trailed with lines of clay and 
then rotated or "jogged" to allow the clay to 
flow together (Erickson and Hunter 2001:110). 
Dishes and plates decorated with this stylized, 
trailed motif lack the uniformity of combed slip 
ware such as 17th-century Staffordshire wares 

(Erickson and Hunter 2001:107,110). Archaeo 

logical evidence confirms that some urban and 
rural Pennsylvania potters also included an 
additional splotched green-glaze decoration on 

top of the marbled slips (Figure 3). 
Other dishes and plates were created with 

sgraffito motifs inspired by French, German, 
and other continental traditions of the post 
medieval period. Seventeenth-century stylized 

floral designs recovered from Bideford, England, 
demonstrate that sgraffito decorations were also 

important in British potting traditions (Won 
drauch 1986:58-59; Wilcoxen 1987:77; Gaimster 

1988:176; Erickson and Hunter 2001:98,100). 
Stylized slip-trailed verse, names, and dates 

were another typical decorative trend employed 
by Pennsylvania potters to finish drape-molded 
dishes and plates. Two unusual plates, recov 
ered from the religious commune at the Eph 
rata Cloister in Pennsylvania, demonstrate the 

craftsmanship required in this type of decorative 

technique. These flatwares exhibit a slip-trailed 
verse in High German and swirled colored slips 
at the center of the vessel. They resemble 

similarly decorated slipwares, dating to 1633 
that have been recovered from South Hess, 

Germany (Stephan 1987:115). 
A small number of dishes included in this 

data set were wheel-thrown and finished with 

flanged rims (Figure 4). A flange rim was 

FIGURE 3. Drape-molded marbled slipware dishes (36Ph32). 
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FIGURE 4. Wheel-thrown redware dishes with clear glaze (36Ph32). 

created when the potter drew his fingers out 
toward the plate edge as the vessel rotated 
on the potting wheel to form a flat lip at 
the plate rim. Pennsylvania craftsmen simply 
engobed (covered the plate or dish with slip) 
and glazed these flatwares instead of applying 
the more ornate slip-trailing designs. 

Tea Bowls and Saucers 

Tea bowls and saucers are designated as a 

separate category in this type series instead of 

lumping them into the more general category 
of bowl. These wares were used primarily as 

tea-drinking vessels rather than food preparation 
or serving containers. Redware examples have 
been recovered from sites located in urban 

Philadelphia and rural Lancaster, York, and 

Montgomery counties. The majority of tea 

bowl sherds were excavated from stratigraphic 
levels dating to the latter third of the century 

with only one tea bowl example recovered from 
a sealed deposit (pre-1750) at the Muhlenburg 
kiln site. Potters produced inexpensive redware 
teas that mimicked the forms of more costly, 
oriental-shaped ceramics from China and 

England (Noel Hume 1969:117,258; Barker 
and Halfpenny 1990:74,82). Most redware 

examples have plain straight rims, are 3 inches 
in diameter, and glazed on both interior and 
exterior surfaces (Figure 5). The exception 
to this decorative pattern is a bowl from the 

Ephrata Cloister site (36La981) that had white 

slip placed on the vessel interior before the 

finishing glaze was applied. 
Saucers are flatwares 4 to 7 inches in diam 

eter and have been differentiated from plates 
because of a cup depression at the center of 
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the vessel. Nevertheless, saucers may have 

frequently served other purposes in the colo 
nial household, including serving condiments 
and sauces or as small food-consumption 

plates (Beaudry et al. 1991:27). Craftsmen 

employed the wheel technique for construction 
of these saucers in two distinct forms. Sev 
eral Pennsylvania examples were finished with 

plain straight rims similar to the style found on 

imported, refined ceramics such as creamware, 

salt-glazed stoneware, pearlware, and porcelain 

(Noel Hume 1969:133; Myers 1980:4; Yentsch 

1994:270). Redware saucers were engobed on 
the upper surface or finished only with poly 
chrome glazes (Figure 5). Other saucers were 
formed with deeper sides, finished with rolled 

rims, and slip-trailed with wavy and straight 
lines following the interior circumference of 
the vessel. These saucers were usually glazed 
in the upper surface alone. 

Bowls 

A bowl is a hollowware vessel with deeply 
sloping sides created by the wheel-thrown tech 

nique. Some potters and consumers may have 
referred to these vessels as pans. Bowls recov 

ered from all archaeological contexts were made 

in a variety of shapes and sizes. These vessels 
served diverse utilitarian purposes in colonial 

households, including food preparation, food 

presentation, or as food consumption vessels. 

Four vessel forms are proposed for the category 
of bowl in this typology. Designation of many 
hollowwares to the bowl category is somewhat 

ambiguous and may change with the addition of 
more documentary and archaeological data. 

Deep Bowls 

Two shapes of deep bowl have been recon 
structed from Pennsylvania redware assemblages. 
Examples of the first type (Figure 6, foreground), 
dating to the latter part of the century, are 9 
inches in diameter, exhibit a rolled or flat rim, 
and have embellishments following the German 
tradition of linear and wavy slip-trailing (Gaim 
ster 1988). The highly decorative nature of these 
bowls suggests that these containers had multiple 
functions, not only as food preparation vessels 
but also as bowls for serving food at the table. 
A second form of deep bowl, from a Philadel 

phia context dating 1750-1790, was crafted with 

slightly convex or straight sides. Potters finished 
these bowls with flat, everted rims. Jacqueline 
Pearce (1992, 1999) proposes that this vessel 

FIGURE 5. Tea bowl and saucer (36Ph32). 
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FIGURE 6. Deep and shallow slip-trailed bowls (36Yo46). 

type was not used for food preparation but 
used as a stool pan, similar to examples from 
mid-17th century London and Border regions of 

England. Pennsylvania redware examples are 
covered with a manganese glaze on the interior 
or on both vessel surfaces (Figure 7). 

Large Shallow Bowls 

Large, shallow bowls have a body that is 
wider than its height. Several almost complete 
versions of this vessel form were recovered 
from the Camp Security site in York County, a 

Revolutionary War encampment housing British 
and Hessian prisoners from 1780-1783. The 
vessels have steep sides that form a sharp 
angle to the base of the bowl and are finished 
with ridged rims. Many examples were deco 
rated on the upper surfaces with polychrome 
slip-trailing of linear and wavy lines (Figure 6, 

background). These containers were probably 
employed to prepare and serve large quantities 
of stewed foods to camp occupants. 

Oriental-Shaped Bowls 

Two unusually stylized vessels with a shape 
reminiscent of Chinese oriental bowls were 
reconstructed from Philadelphia assemblages 
that date from the middle to the end of the 
18th century (Cosans 1975; Bower 1985). The 
bowl shape represents an effort by urban pot 
ters to imitate European refined earthenware 
and Chinese porcelain, supplying the average 
consumer with the newest styles of ceramics 
in less-expensive redware pottery. The smaller 
version measures 4 to 5 inches in diameter and 
was constructed with very thin walls and plain 
or slightly everted rims. Similar small bowls 

may have been used for food consumption or 
as slop bowls for tea taking. Bowl interiors 

display clear or marbled glazing or white slip 
that appears like petals (Figure 8). Carl Steen 

(1999:66) has identified similar marbled red 
wares from Franklin Court in Philadelphia as 
"clouded wares." The Camp Security military 
site assemblage (36Yo46), examined in this 
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FIGURE 7. Stool pan/bowl, similar to London and Border ware types (36Ph32). 

study, has yielded several small, marbled bowls 
of this type. 

The second group of oriental-shaped bowls, 
from mid-18th-century Philadelphia contexts, 
were wheel-thrown in larger diameters of 8 
to 10 inches and covered on both interior and 
exterior surfaces with manganese or iron-oxide 

glazes (Figure 9). Several examples displayed 
an additional unique decoration of impressed 
scallops (about the size of a thumb) running 
the vertical length of the bowl's exterior. The 
bowls' size and elaborate scalloping suggests 
that they served as tablewares for food distribu 
tion in colonial households. 

Drinking Bowl 

A two-handled hollowware vessel, 5 to 6 
inches in diameter, was reconstructed from 
sherds recovered from the Ephrata Cloister 

commune in a stratigraphic context dating to 
the latter half of the 18th century. It was con 
structed of pink/redware clay and includes two 
vertical strap handles and slip-trailed decoration 
of green and cream-colored lines on the exterior 
of the pot (Figure 10). Beaudry et al. (1991: 
23) identify similarly shaped European-made con 

tainers as drinking pots that can be distinguished 
from mugs or cups by being wider than tall and 

having two or more handles. The overall shape 
of this cup resembles a Staffordshire posset pot 
recorded by Wedge wood and Ormsbee (1947:6). 
H. E. Comstock (1994:94) describes 18th-century 
vessels of similar configuration and decoration 
from Hagerstown, Maryland, proposing that these 
bowls had been used as preserve jars because of 
the accompanying lid. 

Some European ceramic scholars have attrib 
uted slip-trailed styles found on this drinking 
pot to the German Werra ware or Wesser ware 
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FIGURE 8. Oriental-shaped redware bowls, small version (36Ph5). 

FIGURE 9. Oriental-shaped redware bowls, larger version (36Ph32). 
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FIGURE 10. Redware drinking pot/bowl with Weser ware decoration (36La981). 

traditions, based on evidence found at 16th- and 

17th-century pottery locations in Witzenhausen, 

Germany, as well as at kilns along the River 
Weser (Stephan 1981:94; Gaimster et al. 1988: 

86,149). No term could be identified from 

Pennsylvania archival documents for a two 
handled drinking vessel. 

Pans/Basins 

Pudding Pans/Patty Pans 

Following Beaudry et al.'s (1991:28) designa 
tion by size and contour, several reconstructed 
redware vessels recovered from all site contexts 
have been placed in the category of pudding 
pans/patty pans. Pan diameters ranged from 4 
to 9 inches and all are shaped in a truncated 
cone configuration. Vessel rims and decorative 
embellishments demonstrate a variety of finishes 

typical of the 18th-century redware handicraft. 
Most examples from this study were decorated 

with linear, wavy, or swirled slip-trailing on the 

upper surfaces (Figure 11). Other patty pans 
were simply engobed and glazed on the vessel 
interior. One pan excavated from the Ephrata 
Cloister site presents incised (rather than slip 
trailed) wavy and linear impressions on the 
interior vessel walls and was finished with a 
clear glaze. Potters employed two rim treat 
ments on these bowls, including the rolled and 

ridged varieties (Figure 11). 

Milk Pans/ Basins 

While Beaudry et al. (1991:28) define milk 

pans and basins as two separate functional 

categories, similarly configured redware ves 
sels from Pennsylvania sites do not present 
the same clear-cut division of vessel form by 
shape or style. Large, shallow vessels assumed 
to represent milk pans from potters' receipts 

may share a similar configuration with vessels 
called basins (or basons [sic]) listed in probate 
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FIGURE 11. Pudding/patty pan with linear, wavy, and swirled slip-trailed decoration (36Ph1). 

inventories and storekeepers' ledgers. Milk pans 
functioned as dairying and food production ves 

sels, while basins, because of their larger size, 
were most commonly used in colonial contexts 
as washing/cleaning hollowwares. Their inter 

changeable functions offer a good example of 
the equivocal nature of accurately ascribing folk 
terms to specific functional forms. The category 
of milk pan in this study is based on C. Mal 
colm Watkins's (1978:12) depiction of English 
milk pans from Staffordshire and North Devon 
at the end of the 17th century (Wedgewood and 
Ormsbee 1947:2). Some pans from Philadelphia 
assemblages closely conform to this shape, espe 
cially in the flat everted rim style and absence 
of a pouring spout (Figure 12). 

In contrast, vessels categorized as basins 
tended to have thick, rolled rims with pour 
ing spouts, larger diameters (13 to 16 in.), and 
thicker walls than the smaller, lighter-bodied 

milk pans (Figure 13). Both vessel forms were 

glazed only on the vessel interior. 

Pipkins 

A pipkin was a vessel used for direct cooking 
on the hearth and other food preparation tasks 
in colonial households. Most were constructed 

with a bulbous body, tripod feet, and one or 
more handles either of a conical or strap variety 
(Beaudry et al. 1991:27; Pearce 1992:56-58). 
Pipkin capacities range from half-quart to one 
and one-half quart. All reconstructed pipkins from 

Pennsylvania assemblages are finished with either 
clear or polychrome glazes only on the vessel 
interior. Although Gaimster (1986:23) refers to 

similarly configured German vessels from the Alter 
Markt site, Duisburg, West Germany, as tripod 
jugs, this study follows the 18th-century British 
nomenclature suggested by Beaudry et al. (1991: 
27), Pearce (1992:58), and Pearce et al. (1985: 
109). Pipkins, dating to all temporal periods, 

were reconstructed from the urban Philadelphia 
sites, the Swedish Morton Homestead, and the 

Ephrata Cloister. Two pipkins from a Philadel 
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FIGURE 12. Milk pans, similar to North Devonshire type (36Ph1). 

FIGURE 13. Redware basin (36Ph32). 
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phia well feature (circa 1725-30) are excellent 

examples of the pipkin forms typically used in 

Pennsylvania households (Figure 14). Both have 
the requisite three feet and bulbous body but dis 

played differently configured handles. The shorter 
vessel exhibits a rolled rim and a large conical 

handle, while the larger dimension pipkin has a 
wide strap handle and very thick rolled rim. 

Pots/Butter Pots 

The generic term pot or butter pot has been 

applied to a wide range of storage/food pro 
duction vessels in this type series. The large 
number of reconstructed examples from all red 
ware assemblages were made in varying sizes 
and capacities with differing rim and base 

configurations; all were finished with colored 
or clear glazes on the interior pot surfaces. 
Since these utilitarian vessels were relegated 
to food preparation, storage, and dairying, little 
embellishment was necessary when finishing the 

vessel, except to make the porous body of the 
vessel impervious to liquids by applying glaze. 

Pots were recovered from all sites in all 

temporal periods and exhibit varying capacities 

and rim styles. A Philadelphia stratigraphic 
context dated to the early part of the 18th 

century yielded pots with straight or slightly 
convex walls and rolled or plain rims (Figure 
15). By the mid-18th century, all reconstructed 

Philadelphia examples were made with convex 

sides, simple rolled or slightly everted rims. 
Other pots from Philadelphia and York County 
sites, dating to the latter part of the century, are 
formed with gracefully curved walls, expanded 
bases, and plain rims. 

Pitchers 

Hollowware forms subsumed in the 

category of pitcher have been reconstructed 
in very large to small sizes, all displaying the 
definitive pouring spout. Small specimens are 

approximately 4 inches high and were probably 
used as cream containers. Examples of small 

pitchers from a mid-century Philadelphia context 

(36Ph32: Feature 14) were manganese glazed 
with well-shaped necks and bases. Rims are 

slightly everted, and the spouts are pinched to 
a point. The graceful body of these pitchers 
suggests an attempt by local potters to replicate 

FIGURE 14. Pipkins: two early-18th-century forms (36Ph1). 
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FIGURE 15. Pots/butter pots: early 18th-century forms (36Ph1). 

the elegant form of imported European refined 
earthenwares and porcelain in a cheaper 
domestic pottery version. A richly decorated 
small pitcher from the Delaware Swedish site 

(36De5) is covered with green/brown dots and 
lines in cream and brown (Figure 16). David 

Gaimster and colleagues (1988:41) record a 
similar slipware motif on sherds from a site in 

Straznice, Southeast Moravia, dated to the first 
half of the 17th century. 

Larger pitchers from Pennsylvania redware 

assemblages were used as distribution vessels 
for cider, ale, and other beverages. One 

example from a mid-18th-century Philadelphia 
context exhibits wavy and linear incising 
encircling the body of the pitcher above mid 

body, mimicking the Germanic tradition. This 
vessel has a slightly everted rim and defined 
base ring. Another 9-inch-high pitcher from 
the Ephrata Cloister site (36La981) resembles 
the form and style of domestic pottery that 

Gaimster et al. (1988:79) have identified 
as 17th-century marbled wares from central 

Germany (Figure 17, foreground). Attributes 

such as a pedestal base, collared rim, wide strap 
handle, and marbled glazes closely parallel traits 
from the early German Baroque tradition. 

Jugs 

A jug is a handled vessel with a bulbous shape 
and cylindrical neck formed above a distinct 
shoulder (Beaudry et al. 1991:23). Reconstructed 

jugs from Pennsylvania assemblages appear in the 

archaeological record in early- and mid-18th-cen 

tury time periods. The first example, recovered 
from the Philadelphia Bourse-Omni site (36Ph32), 
is 10 inches high and reflects the maintenance 
of a regional British potting tradition in early 
Pennsylvania redware. Traits such as an ovoid 

body, beading (or a raised line of clay) at the 
base of the neck, and a distinct pedestal base 

resembling Tudor Green and Border ware forms 

(Pearce 1992:90) were excavated from early-16th 
century London contexts. 

Another redware jug, recovered from the Eph 
rata Cloister, dated to a mid-century stratigraphic 
context, stands 9 inches high and was wheel 
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FIGURE 16. Cream pitcher with German Weser ware decoration (36De5). 

thrown with the ovoid body shape (Figure 17, 

right). Linear and wavy incising placed 1 inch 
below the vessel's neck resembles Germanic 

slipware patterns sans slip. The marriage of 

English form and German-inspired incising sig 
nifies the ongoing fusion of elements from both 

pottery traditions in an evolving Pennsylvania 
redware tradition. 

Bottles 

Noel Hume (1969:76) has described stoneware 
and redware bottles as beverage distribution 
vessels for table and tavern. Pennsylvania 

redware examples exhibit one strap handle, a 
bulbous body, a distinct neck narrower than a 

jug or ewer, and a bottle-type rim (Beaudry et 
al. 1991:24). Representative examples recovered 
from early- to late-stratigraphic contexts confirm 
a consistency of vessel form throughout the 

study period. Bottles range in size from the 
smaller 8-inch version to the more robust size 

standing over 15 inches in height (Figure 18, 

background). All redware bottles were finished 
with a lustrous black/brown manganese or iron 
oxide glaze. In contrast to the squat neck 

variety so prevalent in the late-19th and 20th 

centuries, these bottles have graceful, elongated 
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FIGURE 17. Large pitchers (center, left and rear) and jug (right) (36La981). 

necks. Review of English and European ceramic 
data on bottle configuration delineates that some 

17th-century Rhenish stoneware (Bellarmine) and 

Frechen-type bottle jugs display similar body 
shapes with long necks and bottle rim closures 

(Noel Hume 1969:76; Baart et al. 1977:264; 
Wilcoxen 1987:76). Gaimster (1986:25) records 
a parallel bottle form in stoneware as mineral 
bottles excavated from the Alter Markt site in 

Duisburg, West Germany. In addition, Hans 

Georg Stephan (1981:99,tafel 118) identifies 

pottery bottle containers, representing a similar 

morphology, from the German Coppengrave 
region. 

Costrel 

Designed to function as a canteen that could 
be suspended over a saddle when traveling, the 
costrel was a portable flask made with two or 

four ear-shaped, pierced lug handles and bottle 
rim closure. They were crafted in either mam 

miform or bottle shapes (Noel Hume 1969: 

76-77; Pearce 1992:66). Ceramic scholars 
have documented these vessels from English 

and continental sites throughout the 16th to 

18th centuries. A single example from an early 
18th-century Philadelphia stratigraphic context 

(36Ph32) has two handles, a bulbous body, and 
was made of a marbled red-and-white clay paste 
(Figure 19). The refined body of layered clays 
has been found on examples originating from 
the 16th- and 17th-century Staffordshire kilns 

(Rhead and Rhead 1906). This costrel was 

probably of European manufacture rather than 
a domestic product and is presented here for 
future comparison to other site assemblages. 

Jars 

A jar is a hollowware container with a more 

constricted neck than on a pot and was employed 
as a storage or food production vessel to hold 
both wet and dry foodstuffs. Jars are taller than 
wide with a capacity of one quart to one gallon. 
Two distinct forms have been identified from 

Pennsylvania redware assemblages, recovered 

from Philadelphia sites dating to mid- and 

late-18th-century time periods (36Ph5, 36Ph32). 
The first form stands almost 12 inches high, 
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FIGURE 18. Bottle, straight, and barrel shaped mugs (36Ph32). 

presents an ovoid body shape with defined 

neck, an everted rim, and rolled base. This 
vessel resembles the traditional morphology of 
Renaissance and early Baroque period slipware 
jars from Central Germany without the usual 

slip-trailed embellishments (Gaimster et al. 1988: 

79). Myers (1980:18) has found evidence of the 
continued production of this form in Philadelphia 
by Abraham Miller in the 1830s. Comstock 

(1994:88) describes similarly shaped manganese 

glazed jars produced by Hagerstown, Maryland, 
pottery shops dating from 1790 to 1830. 

A divergent jar shape, also from a Philadelphia 
context dated 1775 to 1790, was manufactured 
with straight sides that are almost perpendicular 
to the base. The jar has a flat, everted rim 
that tops the squared-off shoulders and is 10 
inches high (Figure 20). German potters of 

Hagerstown, Maryland, also crafted jars of 
this configuration in the latter part of the 18th 

century (Comstock 1994:88). Turnbaugh (1985: 
213) records a jar morphology that is comparable 
to this second jar shape from assemblages from 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony. 

Mugs 

A mug is a tall drinking vessel created with 

straight sides and capacities ranging from one 

pint to one and one-half quarts (Figure 18, 

foreground left). Potters typically dipped these 
containers in a finishing glaze of manganese or 

iron oxide glaze. The majority of reconstructed 

mugs also bear linear ribbing or beading 
encircling mid-body or close to the vessel 
rim. This popular straight-sided variety mirrors 
the shape of 18th-century pewter and silver 

drinking tankards as well as German Rhenish and 
Westerwald stoneware vessels (Noel Hume 1969). 
An interesting exception to the black-glaze 
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FIGURE 19. Costrel, an imported European vessel with a marbled clay body (36Ph32). 

decorative trend appears on a mug recovered 

from the Camp Security site (36Yo46) in which 
a light yellow engobe and blotched green glaze 
were placed on the exterior of the vessel. 

Philadelphia assemblages yielded two mug 
shapes that differ from the previously described 

type; only small numbers of these divergent 
forms were recovered. The first mug style 
resembles examples that Pearce (1992:65, plate 
3) describes as English Border ware, which she 
dates to the late-17th century. Pennsylvania 
redware examples were made with a defined 
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FIGURE 20. Jar, form dating to the latter part of the 18th century (36Ph32). 

neck, fully rounded body, and pedestal base but 

do not have the elaborate exterior encrusting as 

found on Border ware type mugs. 
The second unusual mug configuration, repre 

sented by several examples from one Philadelphia 
site (36Ph32), is barrel shaped and of a larger 

capacity than the other two mug styles holding 
one quart or more. Potters added mid-body tool 

ing to the mug exterior and a wide strap handle 

(Figure 18, foreground right). Seventeenth-cen 

tury German Weser drinking jugs produced in 

the South Lower Saxony region display a similar 
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morphology, but Pennsylvania redware mugs lack 
the decorative slip-trailed design diagnostic of 
this pottery tradition (Gaimster et al. 1988:105). 

Watkins has documented similarly shaped drinking 
pots from 18th-century contexts in New England 
(Watkins 1950:237). In addition, Pearce (1992: 
65) has documented this form in her illustrations 
of English Border ware beverage vessels. 

Porringers 

The most common eating vessel from colo 
nial and early-19th-century sites is the lowly 
porringer, a large shallow, cup-shaped vessel 

commonly used for stewed foods and por 
ridges. All Pennsylvania redware porringers 
reconstructed in this inquiry conform to the 

hemispherical cups described in Beaudry et al. 

(1991:25) for the Chesapeake region. Watkins 

(1950) has recorded similar porringer shapes for 
colonial New England as have Cosans (1975) 
and Myers (1980) for the Franklin Court site 
in a 1730-1760 context. Although European 
porringers display handle orientations that may 

be either horizontal or vertical to the body of 
the vessel (Stephan 1981; Gaimster et al. 1988; 
Pearce 1992), the entire group of domestically 
produced Pennsylvania porringers exhibit only 
vertical handles (Figure 21). Nineteen of the 
44 reconstructed porringers were finished with 

beading around the mid-body of the vessel and 

slightly everted rims. Manganese or iron-oxide 

glazing seems to have been the preferred finish 
for the majority of these vessels, except for sev 
eral porringers from the Philadelphia and York 

county sites that were covered with a glaze 
consisting of a green/brown/yellow marbled slip 
similar to clouded wares (Steen 1999:63,66). 

Teapot 

One example of a redware teapot was excavated 
from a Philadelphia well context dating from 
1775-1780 (36Ph32: Feature 11). This large, 
bulbous-bodied vessel of one and one-half quart 
capacity was entirely covered with a clear glaze 
over a refined, red body paste (Figure 22). 
Lid, spout, base, and handle sherds were not 

FIGURE 21. Porringers with black glaze and mid-body tooling (36Ph32). 
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recovered, but enough body sherds were found to 

give a general impression of the teapot's shape. 
Decorative tooling on the shoulder portion of 
the body was added with evidence of a handle 
attachment close to the rim and midsections of the 
vessel. The large capacity and very thin walls of 
this teapot meant that when filled with beverages, 
the container would have been quite heavy and 
awkward to pour. L. Watkins (1950) describes 

similarly shaped redware vessels from New 

England archaeological contexts. Teapots, made 
in less expensive redware pottery, would have 
enabled those in the lower socioeconomic groups 
to participate in the fashionable and socially 
important tea-taking ritual of the 18th century. 

Chamber Pots 

Sanitation for colonial households required the 
use of the ubiquitous chamber pot; consequently, 

this functional form has been recovered in large 
numbers from all spatial locations and tempo 
ral periods in this inquiry. Examples from the 

Market Street site in Philadelphia (dated from 

1720-1730) demonstrate two morphological 
types from early Pennsylvania contexts (Figure 
23, right). Both are slipped and glazed on 
the interior and exterior of the vessel with one 

example bearing a flat, everted rim resembling 
the form and style to Border ware chamber pots 
from the Surrey/Hampshire region of England 
(Pearce 1992:33; Pearce 1999:251). By mid 

century, Pennsylvania chamber pots shifted to 
a more standardized shape that continues into 
the next century. Later domestically produced 
chamber pots typically display flat rims, bul 
bous bodies, and decorative tooling lines at the 

mid-body section of the pot. Most specimens 
produced during this period are glazed only on 
the pot interior. 

FIGURE 22. Redware teapot recovered from a well feature (36Ph1). 
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FIGURE 23. Chamber pots: two early-18th-century forms (36Ph1). 

Galley Pots 

Colonial galley pots are small ceramic jars 
used for the storage and distribution of medici 
nal ointments, drugs, and cosmetics to citizens 

throughout British North America (Beaudry et 
al. 1991:30). Pots were created in various 
sizes from 1-inch high, thumb-size examples 
to jars standing 3 inches in height with a 
2- or 3-inch diameter (Figure 24). Redware 

examples originated from a Philadelphia site, 
circa 1740-1760. Stephen G. Warfel (2001, 
pers. comm.) has documented several similarly 
shaped, small galley pots associated with an 

early-19th-century context at the Ephrata Cloister 
site. Galley pots are consistently thin walled, 
usually manganese dipped, and display slightly 
curved rims. Potters created other galley pots 
employing the flat, everted rim style. Although 
redware galley pots are not specifically men 
tioned in primary documentary sources, Noel 

Hume (1969:205) records that similarly shaped 
Delftware hygiene/health containers have been 
recovered from other colonial American sites. 
Gaimster and Redknap (1992) picture all sizes 
and shapes of apothecary pots on the front 
cover of their monograph of European ceramics; 
several of these forms mirror redware examples 

reconstructed in this inquiry. The more afford 
able (and disposable) redware galley pots would 
have met local apothecary and consumer needs 
for containers for salves, potions, and other 

pharmaceutical products. 

Discussion 

The typology for 18th-century redware vessels 

presented above suggests several conclusions 

regarding Pennsylvania domestic utilitarian pot 
tery. Until the reduction in cost for imported 
European refined earthenwares at the end of 
the 18th century, redware vessels furnished the 

average consumer's household with inexpensive, 
everyday hygiene, food production, storage, 
table, and tea wares (Miller 1991). The quan 
tity and diversity of redware vessels recovered 
from sites in southeastern Pennsylvania attest to 
the expanding nature of redware manufacture in 
the province to meet an increasing consumer 
demand for low-cost pottery. 

A second observation demonstrates that 

although hand-built redwares may exhibit idio 

syncratic attributes in rim construction and/or 
decorative embellishments, there is clearly a 

consistency of shape in some vessel categories. 
For example, the vast majority of mugs found in 
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FIGURE 24. Galley pots: redware pharmaceutical and cosmetic container (36Ph32). 

the six assemblages conform to the straight-sided 
configuration, with only a small number made in 
the divergent mug shapes. Plates and dishes that 
are crafted using the drape-molding technique 
are the dominant type found in all temporal and 

spatial contexts. Porringers maintain a consistent 

configuration in body shape and handle orienta 
tion throughout the 18th century. Utilitarian pots, 
although diverse in size and rim style, assume 
a standard form by the end of the colonial era 
and are glazed on the pot interior alone. Bottles, 
chamber pots, and basins assume a standard 

shape by the end of the century. 
Notable exceptions to this observed pattern of 

vessel form continuity include small and large 
oriental-shaped bowls. The smaller version may 
have been used as a slop bowl in colonial tea 

drinking or for individual food consumption. 
Larger oriental-shaped bowls were employed to 
serve food at the table. Jars undergo a shift 
in configuration with the ovoid body shape 
dominant for the first half of the century and a 

straight-sided, shouldered form emerging in the 
latter part of the century. 
Ceramic production and trade information 

from European contexts prior to the initiation of 

southeastern Pennsylvania pottery manufacture 
offers some hints as to causality of the vessel 

shape standardization in some redware forms. 
A synthesis of historical and archaeological 
ceramic data from Holland, the German Rhine 

region, and English coastal locations points 
to a flourishing network of commercial trade 

throughout the whole northern European region. 
Hartwig Ludtke (1990:70-75) proposes that 
trade of British hand-built wares as far north 
as southern Scandinavia may have begun as 

early as the medieval period. Although small 
numbers of pottery sherds are recorded from 
Northern Atlantic locations, archaeological 
evidence indicates the incipient nature of 
intercultural exchange. As a result of the 

expansion of trade in the postmedieval period, 
German slipware vessels appear as early as the 
16th century in archaeological contexts along 
the eastern and southern coasts of England 
(Hurst 1981:142-145; Gaimster 1988:167-178; 

Gaimster et al. 1988:335-349; Allan 1999: 

278-288). Continued mercantile and fishing 
activities during the 17th century meant that 
North Holland pottery, Werra and Weser wares, 
Rhenish stonewares, Italian slipwares, and 
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Faience were among many ceramic types traded 

through European ports (Wilcoxen 1987:73-78; 
Gaimster 1988:221; Gaimster et al. 1988:21). 

From the postmedieval era to the advent of 
the colonial emigration, pottery styles and vessel 
forms would have undergone a cultural phenom 
enon that could be called ethnic fusion. Vessel 

morphological and decorative motifs indigenous 
to regional cultural traditions were supplanted 
throughout European countries participating in 
the burgeoning network of commercial trade. 
Cultural contact acted to integrate new styles 
originating in other continental and British 

pottery centers into the cognitive patterns of 
diverse regional potters. A homogenization of 
form and certain decorative styles in inexpensive 
coarsewares occurred with ethnic potters imitat 

ing other European redware and slipware tradi 
tions in an effort to satisfy colonial consumers' 
demand for certain styles of pottery. 

Beginning in the late-17th century, newly arriv 

ing immigrant potters to the Pennsylvania prov 
ince initiated production of domestic utilitarian 
redwares following their own potting traditions 
that had by this point undergone homogenization 
of some trait complexes. In other words, prior 
to settlement of the American Dutch and British 

colonies, standardization of certain vessel forms 
and some style motifs had already taken place, 
so that by the 1700s, colonial potters had already 
incorporated specific functional forms into their 
own potting repertoire. 
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